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Black Beauty According to Spike Milligan Spike Milligan 1997
Next was break me to harness. First, a stiff
heavy collar on my neck. Then there was a bridle
with great side-pieces called blinkers against my
eyes. Then there was a small saddle strap that
went under my tail: that was the crapper. I hated
it, it stopped me having a crap. I never felt more
like kicking so I kicked him in the goolies and
they swelled up like melons. He had to put the
harness on me while balancing his balls with one
hand and could only move very slowly. In time I
got used to everything (and he got used to
swollen balls) and I could do my work as well as
my mother. I used to wash up after dinner. Yes, I
was a very good horse.
Hitler: Downfall - Volker Ullrich 2021-09-14
A riveting account of the dictator’s final years,
when he got the war he wanted but led his
nation, the world, and himself to
catastrophe—from the author of Hitler: Ascent
“Skillfully conceived and utterly engrossing.”
—The New York Times Book Review In the
summer of 1939, Hitler was at the zenith of his
power. Having consolidated political control in
Germany, he was at the helm of a newly restored
major world power, and now perfectly positioned
to realize his lifelong ambition: to help the
German people flourish and to exterminate those
who stood in the way. Beginning a war allowed
Hitler to take his ideological obsessions to
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unthinkable extremes, including the mass
genocide of millions, which was conducted not
only with the aid of the SS, but with the full
knowledge of German leadership. Yet despite a
series of stunning initial triumphs, Hitler’s
fateful decision to invade the Soviet Union in
1941 turned the tide of the war in favor of the
Allies. Now, Volker Ullrich, author of Hitler:
Ascent 1889–1939, offers fascinating new insight
into Hitler’s character and personality. He
vividly portrays the insecurity, obsession with
minutiae, and narcissistic penchant for gambling
that led Hitler to overrule his subordinates and
then blame them for his failures. When he
ultimately realized the war was not winnable,
Hitler embarked on the annihilation of Germany
itself in order to punish the people who he
believed had failed to hand him victory. A
masterful and riveting account of a spectacular
downfall, Ullrich’s rendering of Hitler’s final
years is an essential addition to our
understanding of the dictator and the course of
the Second World War.
The Death of Democracy - Benjamin Carter
Hett 2018-04-03
A riveting account of how the Nazi Party came to
power and how the failures of the Weimar
Republic and the shortsightedness of German
politicians allowed it to happen. Why did
democracy fall apart so quickly and completely
in Germany in the 1930s? How did a democratic
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government allow Adolf Hitler to seize power? In
The Death of Democracy, Benjamin Carter Hett
answers these questions, and the story he tells
has disturbing resonances for our own time. To
say that Hitler was elected is too simple. He
would never have come to power if Germany’s
leading politicians had not responded to a spate
of populist insurgencies by trying to co-opt him,
a strategy that backed them into a corner from
which the only way out was to bring the Nazis
in. Hett lays bare the misguided confidence of
conservative politicians who believed that Hitler
and his followers would willingly support them,
not recognizing that their efforts to use the
Nazis actually played into Hitler’s hands. They
had willingly given him the tools to turn
Germany into a vicious dictatorship. Benjamin
Carter Hett is a leading scholar of twentiethcentury Germany and a gifted storyteller whose
portraits of these feckless politicians show how
fragile democracy can be when those in power
do not respect it. He offers a powerful lesson for
today, when democracy once again finds itself
embattled and the siren song of strongmen
sounds ever louder.
Monty - Spike Milligan 2012-12-13
VOLUME THREE OF SPIKE MILLIGAN'S
LEGENDARY MEMOIRS IS A HILARIOUS,
SUBVERSIVE FIRST-HAND ACCOUNT OF WW2
'The most irreverent, hilarious book about the
war that I have ever read' Sunday Express
'Brilliant verbal pyrotechnics, throwaway lines
and marvelous anecdotes' Daily Mail
______________ 'It's all over, Von Arnheim has
surrendered and he's very angry.' 'This could
mean war . . .' The third volume of Spike
Milligan's laugh-a-line account of life as a
gunner in World War Two resumes on the eve of
victory in North Africa. Now Britain's looniest
war hero must combat some of the direst threats
a soldier has ever faced - boredom ('Christ, I just
thought of Catford'), moving camp ('It's a sort of
Brighton with camels'), moving camp again
('We're already somewhere else'), a visit to
Carthage ('It's terrible, it's like Catford') and a
perilous encounter with the gloriously endowed
Mademoiselle Villion ('"Help! massage," I said
weakly'). Against the odds, they survive and are
sent at last to Italy to be killed... ______________
'That absolutely glorious way of looking at things
differently. A great man' Stephen Fry 'The
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Godfather of Alternative Comedy' Eddie Izzard
'Manifestly a genius, a comic surrealist genius
and had no equal' Terry Wogan 'A totally original
comedy writer' Michael Palin 'Close in stature to
Lewis Carroll and Edward Lear in his command
of the profound art of nonsense' Guardian
Adolf Hitler - John Toland 1997
This text is Jones's account of his part in British
Scientific Intelligence between 1939 and 1949.
It was his responsibility to anticipate German
applications of science to warfare, so that their
new weapons could be countered before they
were used. Much of his work had to do with
radio navigation, as in the Battle of the Beams,
with radar, as in the Allied Bomber Offensive
and in the preparations for D-Day and in the war
at sea. He was also in charge of intelligence
against the V-1 (flying bomb) and the V-2
(rocket) retaliation weapons and, although the
Germans were some distance behind from
success, against their nuclear developments.
Hitler's Private Library - Timothy W. Ryback
2010-01-12
A Washington Post Notable Book With a new
chapter on eugenicist Madison Grant’s The
Passing of the Great Race In this brilliant and
original exploration of some of the formative
influences in Adolf Hitler’s life, Timothy Ryback
examines the books that shaped the man and his
thinking. Hitler was better known for burning
books than collecting them but, as Ryback
vividly shows us, books were Hitler’s constant
companions throughout his life. They
accompanied him from his years as a frontline
corporal during the First World War to his final
days before his suicide in Berlin. With
remarkable attention to detail, Ryback examines
the surviving volumes from Hitler’s private book
collection, revealing the ideas and obsessions
that occupied Hitler in his most private hours
and the consequences they had for our world. A
feat of scholarly detective work, and a
captivating biographical portrait, Hitler’s Private
Library is one of the most intimate and chilling
works on Hitler yet written.
Appeasement - Tim Bouverie 2020-06-02
A NEW YORK TIMES EDITORS’ CHOICE •
SUNDAY TIMES (UK) BESTSELLER • A gripping
new history of the British appeasement of Hitler
on the eve of World War II “An eye-opening
narrative that makes for exciting but at times
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uncomfortable reading as one reflects on
possible lessons for the present.”—Antonia
Fraser, author of Mary Queen of Scots On a wet
afternoon in September 1938, Prime Minister
Neville Chamberlain stepped off an airplane and
announced that his visit to Hitler had averted
the greatest crisis in recent memory. It was, he
later assured the crowd in Downing Street,
"peace for our time." Less than a year later,
Germany invaded Poland and the Second World
War began. Appeasement is a groundbreaking
history of the disastrous years of indecision,
failed diplomacy and parliamentary infighting
that enabled Hitler's domination of Europe.
Drawing on deep archival research and sources
not previously seen by historians, Tim Bouverie
has created an unforgettable portrait of the
ministers, aristocrats, and amateur diplomats
who, through their actions and inaction, shaped
their country's policy and determined the fate of
Europe. Beginning with the advent of Hitler in
1933, we embark on a fascinating journey from
the early days of the Third Reich to the beaches
of Dunkirk. Bouverie takes us not only into the
backrooms of Parliament and 10 Downing Street
but also into the drawing rooms and dining clubs
of fading imperial Britain, where Hitler enjoyed
surprising support among the ruling class and
even some members of the royal family. Both
sweeping and intimate, Appeasement is not only
an eye-opening history but a timeless lesson on
the challenges of standing up to aggression and
authoritarianism--and the calamity that results
from failing to do so.
Left to the Mercy of a Rude Stream - Stanley
A. Goldman (Lawyer) 2018-01-01
Seven years after the death of his mother,
Malka, Stanley A. Goldman traveled to Israel to
visit her best friend during the Holocaust. The
best friend's daughter showed Goldman a
pamphlet she had acquired from the Israeli
Holocaust Museum that documented activities of
one man's negotiations with the Nazi's interior
minister and SS head, Heinrich Himmler, for the
release of the Jewish women from the
concentration camp at Ravensbrück. While
looking through the pamphlet, the two
discovered a picture that could have been their
mothers being released from the camp. Wanting
to know the details of how they were saved,
Goldman set out on a long and difficult path to
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unravel the mystery. After years of researching
the pamphlet, Goldman learned that a German
Jew named Norbert Masur made a treacherous
journey from the safety of Sweden back into the
war zone in order to secure the release of the
Jewish women imprisoned at the Ravensbrück
concentration camp. Masur not only succeeded
in his mission against all odds but he contributed
to the downfall of the Nazi hierarchy itself. This
amazing, little-known story uncovers a piece of
history about the undermining of the Nazi
regime, the women of the Holocaust, and the
strained but loving relationship between a
survivor and her son.
Mussolini - Spike Milligan 2012-12-13
VOLUME FOUR OF SPIKE MILLIGAN'S
LEGENDARY MEMOIRS IS A HILARIOUS,
SUBVERSIVE FIRST-HAND ACCOUNT OF WW2
'Brilliant verbal pyrotechnics, throwaway lines
and marvelous anecdotes' Daily Mail
'Desperately funny, vivid, vulgar' Sunday Times
______________ A voice is calling across the land,
'Bombardier Milligan.' 'Bombadier Milligan is
dead,' I replied in a disguised voice. The voice
replied, 'Then he's going to miss his breakfast.'
The fourth volume of Spike Milligan's legendary
account of his time in the army during World
War Two begins as he and his regiment land in
sunny Italy in 1943 ('The ship touched the beach
very gently, so gently I suspect it's not insured').
After a bout of Sandfly Fever, from which he
soon recovers ('I'm ready to be killed again'), our
plucky hero is piddled on by a farm dog
('Mussolini's revenge?') before forging his way
inland towards the enemy and the sound of guns
('We're getting near civilisation'), where matters
suddenly take a dark turn ('I was not really me
any more') . . . ______________ 'The most
irreverent, hilarious book about the war that I
have ever read' Sunday Express 'Milligan is the
Great God to all of us' John Cleese 'The
Godfather of Alternative Comedy' Eddie Izzard
'A totally original comedy writer' Michael Palin
'Close in stature to Lewis Carroll and Edward
Lear in his command of the profound art of
nonsense' Guardian
Monty, His Part in My Victory - Spike Milligan
1995
The Essential Spike Milligan - Spike Milligan
2002
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This anthology of Spike Milligan's work
comprises of favourites from his classic books,
(such as Adolf Hitler: My Part in his Downfall,
Goodbye Soldier and Puckoon) as well as scripts
from the now-classic Goon show. Interspersing
such comic genius is also a collection of letters
and his celebrated and liberating writings on
depression, demonstrating the diverse talent of a
man whose creative output spanned over half a
century. A selection of children's poetry and
writings (Unspun Socks for a Chicken's Laundry,
A Book of Milliganimals, Silly Verse for Kids and
much more) reveals Spike's irresistible
connection with the childlike imagination and a
brillant sense of the ridiculous.
The Auld Meetin'-hoose Green - Archibald
M'Ilroy 1898
Treasure Island According To Spike
Milligan - Spike Milligan 2011-07-31
In this last of Spike's hilarious reinterpretations
of the classic works of litarature, all the familiar
faces of Robert Louis Stevenson's original
version appear: Squire Trelawney, Jim Hawkins
and Long John Silver. But they are joined by
Groucho Marx - and Long John's parrot plays a
starring role. This rip-roaring adventure of the
hunt for buried treasure unravels faster than
Ben Gunn's pants, with plenty of laughs along
the way. Rude and irreverent as ever, Spike's
rendering of this classic tale is as chock-full of
gems as Cap'n Flint's treasure chest.
Goodbye Soldier - Spike Milligan 2012-12-13
Spike Milligan's legendary war memoirs are a
hilarious and subversive first-hand account of
the Second World War, as well as a fascinating
portrait of the formative years of this towering
comic genius, most famous as writer and star of
The Goon Show. They have sold over 4.5 million
copies since they first appeared. 'The most
irreverent, hilarious book about the war that I
have ever read' Sunday Express 'Brilliant verbal
pyrotechnics, throwaway lines and marvelous
anecdotes' Daily Mail 'Desperately funny, vivid,
vulgar' Sunday Times 'My namer is Maria
Antonoinetta Fontana, but everyone call me
Toni.' 'I'm Spike, sometimes known as stop thief
or hey you.' 'Yeser, I know.' The sixth volume of
Spike Milligan's off-the-wall account of his part
in World War Two sees our hero doing very little
soldiering. Because it's 1946. Rather, he is now
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part of the Bill Hall Trio - a 'Combined Services
Entertainment' inflicted on unsuspecting
soldiers across Italy and Austria - and is largely
preoccupied with the unbearably beautiful
ballerina, Ms Toni Fontana ('Arghhhhhhhhh!).
But he must enjoy it while he can before he is
demobbed and sent home to Catford - so he does
... 'That absolutely glorious way of looking at
things differently. A great man' Stephen Fry
'Milligan is the Great God to all of us' John
Cleese 'The Godfather of Alternative Comedy'
Eddie Izzard 'Manifestly a genius, a comic
surrealist genius and had no equal' Terry Wogan
'A totally original comedy writer' Michael Palin
'Close in stature to Lewis Carroll and Edward
Lear in his command of the profound art of
nonsense' Guardian Spike Milligan was one of
the greatest and most influential comedians of
the twentieth century. Born in India in 1918, he
served in the Royal Artillery during WWII in
North Africa and Italy. At the end of the war, he
forged a career as a jazz musician, sketch-show
writer and performer, before joining forces with
Peter Sellers and Harry Secombe to form the
legendary Goon Show. Until his death in 2002,
he had success as on stage and screen and as
the author of over eighty books of fiction,
memoir, poetry, plays, cartoons and children's
stories.
I, Partridge - Steve Coogan 2011
Journalist, presenter, broadcaster, husband,
father, vigorous all-rounder - Alan Partridge - a
man with a fascinating past and an amazing
future. Gregarious and popular, yet Alan's never
happier than when relaxing in his own fivebedroom, south-built house with three acres of
land and access to a private stream. But who is
this mysterious enigma? Alan Gordon Partridge
is the best - and best-loved - radio presenter in
the region. Born into a changing world of
rationing, Teddy Boys, apes in space and the
launch of ITV, Alan's broadcasting career began
as chief DJ of Radio Smile at St. Luke's Hospital
in Norwich. After replacing Peter Flint as the
presenter of Scout About, he entered the top 8 of
BBC sports presenters. But Alan's big break
came with his primetime BBC chat show
Knowing Me, Knowing You. Sadly, the show
battled against poor scheduling, having been put
up against News at Ten, then in its heyday. Due
to declining ratings, a single catastrophic hitch
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(the killing of a guest on air) and the dumbing
down of network TV, Alan's show was cancelled.
Not to be dissuaded, he embraced this
opportunity to wind up his production company,
leave London and fulfil a lifelong ambition to
return to his roots in local radio. Now single,
Alan is an intensely private man but he opens
up, for the second time, in this candid,
entertaining, often deeply emotional - and of
course compelling - memoir, written entirely in
his own words. (Alan quickly dispelled the idea
of using a ghost writer. With a grade B English
Language O-Level, he knew he was up to the
task.) He speaks touchingly about his tragic
Toblerone addiction, and the painful moment
when unsold copies of his first autobiography,
Bouncing Back, were pulped like 'word
porridge'. He reveals all about his relationship
with his ex-Ukrainian girlfriend, Sonja, with
whom he had sex at least twice a day, and the
truth about the thick people who make key
decisions at the BBC. A literary tour de force, I,
Partridge: We Need to Talk About Alan charts
the incredible journey of one of our greatest
broadcasters.
Hitler's Last Secretary - Traudl Junge 2011-09
Hitler's personal secretary reveals the
experience of day-to-day life beside one of
history's true monsters.
The Essential Spike Milligan - Spike Milligan
2003
When Spike Milligan died in 2002, he left behind
one of the most diverse legacies in British
entertainment history. His themes ranged from
environmental issues to the Second World War,
from nostalgia to depression. His prolific output
covers some of the most evocative events of the
twentieth century, with a passionate honesty
that combined lyricism with lunacy. This is a
posthumous anthology of his best work.
'Rommel?' 'Gunner Who?' - Spike Milligan
2012-12-13
VOLUME TWO OF SPIKE MILLIGAN'S
LEGENDARY MEMOIRS IS A HILARIOUS,
SUBVERSIVE FIRST-HAND ACCOUNT OF WW2
'Brilliant verbal pyrotechnics, throwaway lines
and marvelous anecdotes' Daily Mail
'Desperately funny, vivid, vulgar' Sunday Times
______________ 'Keep talking, Milligan. I think I
can get you out on Mental Grounds.' 'That's how
I got in, sir.' 'Didn't we all.' The second volume
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of Spike Milligan's legendary recollections of life
as a gunner in World War Two sees our hero into
battle in North Africa - eventually. First, there is
important preparation to be done: extensive
periods of loitering ('We had been standing by
vehicles for an hour and nothing had happened,
but it happened frequently'), psychological
toughening ('If a man dies when you hang him,
keep hanging him until he gets used to it') and
living dangerously ('no underwear!'). At last the
battle for Tunis is upon them . . . ______________
'The most irreverent, hilarious book about the
war that I have ever read' Sunday Express
'Milligan is the Great God to all of us' John
Cleese 'The Godfather of Alternative Comedy'
Eddie Izzard 'A totally original comedy writer'
Michael Palin 'Close in stature to Lewis Carroll
and Edward Lear in his command of the
profound art of nonsense' Guardian
The Murphy - Spike Milligan 2000
Murphy is Irish and poor. Even by the standards
of the poorest of the poor in Ireland, Murphy is
poor. Set sometime between the first and second
World Wars, somewhere in Ireland and
sometimes everywhere else besides - at one
point Murphy is kidnapped by Irish aliens who
take him in a spaceship to see St Patrick choose
his National Lottery numbers - Murphy's story
serves only to prove that the luck of the Irish is
not bestowed upon all the sons of the nation.
Unable to hold down his job on a building site he
turns to robbery but is discovered trapped inside
a suit of armour, almost drowns when he falls
down a wishing well and catches a particularly
revolting form of bronchitis whilst on religious
retreat in a particularly revolting form of
monastery.As you would expect, The Murphy is
rude, irreverent and hugely funny. Classic,
timeless Milligan.
Mein Kampf - Adolf Hitler 2021-03-19
‘MEIN KAMPF’ is the autobiography of Adolf
Hitler gives detailed insight into the mission and
vision of Adolf Hitler that shook the world. This
book is the merger of two volumes. The first
volume of MEIN KAMPF’ was written while the
author was imprisioned in a Bavarian fortress.
The book deals with events which brought the
author into this blight. It was the hour of
Germany’s deepest humiliation, when Napolean
has dismembered the old German Empire and
French soldiers occupied almost the whole of
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Germony. The books narrates how Hitler was
arrested with several of his comrades and
imprisoned in the fortress of Landsberg on the
river Lech. During this period only the author
wrote the first volume of MEIN KAMPF. The
Second volume of MEIN KAMPF was written
after release of Hitler from prison and it was
published after the French had left the Ruhr, the
tramp of the invading armies still echoed in
German ears and the terrible ravages had
plunged the country into a state of social and
economic Chaos. The beauty of the book is,
MEIN KAMPF is an historical document which
bears the emprint of its own time. Moreover,
Hitler has declared that his acts and ‘public
statements’ constitute a partial revision of his
book and are to be taken as such. Also, the
author has translated Hitler’s ideal, the
Volkischer Staat, as the People’s State. The
author has tried his best making German
Vocabulary easy to understand. You will never
be satisfied until go through the whole book. A
must read book, which is one of the most widely
circulated and read books worldwide.
The 'Q' Annual - Spike Milligan 1979
Hitler at Home - Despina Stratigakos 2015-09-29
A look at Adolf Hitler’s residences and their role
in constructing and promoting the dictator’s
private persona both within Germany and
abroad. Adolf Hitler’s makeover from rabblerouser to statesman coincided with a series of
dramatic home renovations he undertook during
the mid-1930s. This provocative book exposes
the dictator’s preoccupation with his private
persona, which was shaped by the aesthetic and
ideological management of his domestic
architecture. Hitler’s bachelor life stirred
rumors, and the Nazi regime relied on the
dictator’s three dwellings—the Old Chancellery
in Berlin, his apartment in Munich, and the
Berghof, his mountain home on the
Obersalzberg—to foster the myth of the Führer
as a morally upstanding and refined man. Author
Despina Stratigakos also reveals the previously
untold story of Hitler’s interior designer, Gerdy
Troost, through newly discovered archival
sources. At the height of the Third Reich, media
outlets around the world showcased Hitler’s
homes to audiences eager for behind-the-scenes
stories. After the war, fascination with Hitler’s
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domestic life continued as soldiers and
journalists searched his dwellings for insights
into his psychology. The book’s rich illustrations,
many previously unpublished, offer readers a
rare glimpse into the decisions involved in the
making of Hitler’s homes and into the sheer
power of the propaganda that influenced how
the world saw him. “Inarguably the powder-keg
title of the year.”—Mitchell Owen, Architectural
Digest “A fascinating read, which reminds us
that in Nazi Germany the architectural and the
political can never be disentangled. Like his own
confected image, Hitler’s buildings cannot be
divorced from their odious political
hinterland.”—Roger Moorhouse, Times
Hitler - Volker Ullrich 2016
Originally published: Germany: S. Fischer
Verlag.
The Last Days of Hitler - Hugh Redwald TrevorRoper 1971
In September 1945 the circumstances
surrounding Hitler's death were dark and
mysterious. Hugh Trevor-Roper, an intelligence
officer, was given the task of uncovering the last
few weeks of Hitler's life. His brilliant piece of
detective work proved finally that Hitler had
killed himself and also tells the story of the last
days of the Thousand Year Reich in the Berlin
Bunker.
Robin Hood According to Spike Milligan - Spike
Milligan 1999
This is the latest in Spike's hilarious reinterpretations of classic works of literature,
now available in paperback. This version of
Robin Hood has Robin and his merry men when
the King's deer manage to evade their arrows,
dining out at McDonald's, Kentucky Fried
Chicken and eating jam sandwiches.
Nevertheless, they are still more than willing to
do battle with Robin's arch enemy Sir Guy de
Custard Gisborne. The fair Maid Marion, of
course, is the object of much of Robin's
attention, and his pursuit of the beautiful Marion
leads him and his men into many adventures.
Lucky for him that his band of outlaws include
the immensely strong Big Dick and immensely
insolent Groucho Marx. Paying Scant regrd to
any previous versions of this age old folk tale,
Spike thunders through his riotous story like a
runaway horse through Sherwood.
Adolf Hitler - Spike Milligan 2012-12-13
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Spike Milligan's legendary war memoirs are a
hilarious and subversive first-hand account of
the Second World War, as well as a fascinating
portrait of the formative years of this towering
comic genius, most famous as writer and star of
The Goon Show. They have sold over 4.5 million
copies since they first appeared. 'The most
irreverent, hilarious book about the war that I
have ever read' Sunday Express 'Brilliant verbal
pyrotechnics, throwaway lines and marvelous
anecdotes' Daily Mail 'Desperately funny, vivid,
vulgar' Sunday Times 'At Victoria station the
R.T.O. gave me a travel warrant, a white feather
and a picture of Hitler marked "This is your
enemy". I searched every compartment, but he
wasn't on the train...' In this, the first of Spike
Milligan's uproarious recollections of life in the
army, our hero takes us from the outbreak of
war in 1939 ('it must have been something we
said'), through his attempts to avoid enlistment
('time for my appendicitis, I thought') and his
gunner training in Bexhill ('There was one
drawback. No ammunition') to the landing at
Algiers in 1943 ('I closed my eyes and faced the
sun. I fell down a hatchway'). Filled with bathos,
pathos and gales of ribald laughter, this is a
barely sane helping of military goonery and
superlative Milliganese. 'That absolutely glorious
way of looking at things differently. A great man'
Stephen Fry 'Milligan is the Great God to all of
us' John Cleese 'The Godfather of Alternative
Comedy' Eddie Izzard 'Manifestly a genius, a
comic surrealist genius and had no equal' Terry
Wogan 'A totally original comedy writer' Michael
Palin 'Close in stature to Lewis Carroll and
Edward Lear in his command of the profound art
of nonsense' Guardian Spike Milligan was one of
the greatest and most influential comedians of
the twentieth century. Born in India in 1918, he
served in the Royal Artillery during WWII in
North Africa and Italy. At the end of the war, he
forged a career as a jazz musician, sketch-show
writer and performer, before joining forces with
Peter Sellers and Harry Secombe to form the
legendary Goon Show. Until his death in 2002,
he had success as on stage and screen and as
the author of over eighty books of fiction,
memoir, poetry, plays, cartoons and children's
stories.
Milligan's War - Spike Milligan 1989
Milligan's War is the one-volume selected edition
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of Spike Milligan's war memoirs, published to
celebrate the seventieth birthday of Britain's
funniest old soldier on 16 April 1988. Adolf
Hitler, Monty, Mussolini, Rommel (who?) - all
played their modest parts in the Second World
War and the shaping of human destiny, but we
all know where the real action was... Milligan's
war documents in words and pictures. The most
scurrilous, bizarre and certainly the most
hilarious military career embarked upon by any
bombardier of the 56th heavy regiment, royal
artillery, ever. 'The most irreverent, hilarious
book about the war that I have ever read'
Sunday Express 'Desperately funny, vivid,
vulgar' Sunday Times 'Milligan is the Great God
to all of us' John Cleese 'The Godfather of
Alternative Comedy' Eddie Izzard 'That
absolutely glorious way of looking at things
differently. A great man' Stephen Fry Spike
Milligan was one of the greatest and most
influential comedians of the twentieth century.
Born in India in 1918, he served in the Royal
Artillery during WWII in North Africa and Italy.
At the end of the war, he forged a career as a
jazz musician, sketch-show writer and
performer, before joining forces with Peter
Sellers and Harry Secombe to form the
legendary Goon Show. Until his death in 2002,
he had success as on stage and screen and as
the author of over eighty books of fiction,
memoir, poetry, plays, cartoons and children's
stories.
The Magical World of Milligan - Spike
Milligan 2009
The Magical World of Milligan is a sparkly new
children's compendium that gathers together a
grand selection of Milligan favourites, including
such delightful poems and stories as 'On the
Ning Nang Nong', 'The Terrible Monster Jelly'
and lots of Twits. Full colour and complete with
Milligan's drawings and sketches, The Magical
World also includes poems from Silly Verse for
Kids to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of
its publication in 1959. This wonderful new book
will appeal to the legion of Milligan fans and
open the door to new ones, young and old alike.
Hitler's American Gamble - Brendan Simms
2021-11-16
A riveting account of the five most crucial days
in twentieth-century diplomatic history: from
Pearl Harbor to Hitler’s declaration of war on
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the United States By early December 1941, war
had changed much of the world beyond
recognition. Nazi Germany occupied most of the
European continent, while in Asia, the Second
Sino-Japanese War had turned China into a
battleground. But these conflicts were not yet
inextricably linked—and the United States
remained at peace. Hitler’s American Gamble
recounts the five days that upended everything:
December 7 to 11. Tracing developments in real
time and backed by deep archival research,
historians Brendan Simms and Charlie
Laderman show how Hitler’s intervention was
not the inexplicable decision of a man so
bloodthirsty that he forgot all strategy, but a
calculated risk that can only be understood in a
truly global context. This book reveals how
December 11, not Pearl Harbor, was the real
watershed that created a world war and
transformed international history.
Spike Milligan's the Melting Pot - Neil
SHAND 1983
1924 - Peter Ross Range 2016-01-26
The dark story of Adolf Hitler's life in 1924--the
year that made a monster Before Adolf Hitler's
rise to power in Germany, there was 1924. This
was the year of Hitler's final transformation into
the self-proclaimed savior and infallible leader
who would interpret and distort Germany's
historical traditions to support his vision for the
Third Reich. Everything that would come--the
rallies and riots, the single-minded deployment
of a catastrophically evil idea--all of it
crystallized in one defining year. 1924 was the
year that Hitler spent locked away from society,
in prison and surrounded by co-conspirators of
the failed Beer Hall Putsch. It was a year of deep
reading and intensive writing, a year of
courtroom speeches and a treason trial, a year of
slowly walking gravel paths and spouting
ideology while working feverishly on the book
that became his manifesto: Mein Kampf. Until
now, no one has fully examined this single and
pivotal period of Hitler's life. In 1924, Peter Ross
Range richly depicts the stories and scenes of a
year vital to understanding the man and the
brutality he wrought in a war that changed the
world forever.
A Book of Milliganimals - Spike Milligan 1968
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Eva Braun - Heike B. Gortemaker 2012-12-11
From one of Germany’s leading young
historians, the first comprehensive biography of
Eva Braun, Hitler’s devoted mistress, finally
wife, and the hidden First Lady of the Third
Reich. In this groundbreaking biography of Eva
Braun, German historian Heike Görtemaker
reveals Hitler’s mistress as more than just a
vapid blonde whose concerns never extended
beyond her vanity table. Twenty-three years his
junior, Braun first met Hitler when she took a
position as an assistant to his personal
photographer. Capricious, but uncompromising
and fiercely loyal—she married Hitler two days
before committing suicide with him in Berlin in
1945—her identity was kept secret by the Third
Reich until the final days of the war. Through
exhaustive research, newly discovered
documentation, and anecdotal accounts,
Görtemaker turns preconceptions about Eva
Braun and Hitler on their head, and builds a
portrait of the little-known Hitler far from the
public eye.
Blitzed - Norman Ohler 2017-03-07
A New York Times bestseller, Norman Ohler's
Blitzed is a "fascinating, engrossing, often dark
history of drug use in the Third Reich”
(Washington Post). The Nazi regime preached an
ideology of physical, mental, and moral purity.
Yet as Norman Ohler reveals in this gripping
history, the Third Reich was saturated with
drugs: cocaine, opiates, and, most of all,
methamphetamines, which were consumed by
everyone from factory workers to housewives to
German soldiers. In fact, troops were
encouraged, and in some cases ordered, to take
rations of a form of crystal meth—the elevated
energy and feelings of invincibility associated
with the high even help to account for the
breakneck invasion that sealed the fall of France
in 1940, as well as other German military
victories. Hitler himself became increasingly
dependent on injections of a cocktail of
drugs—ultimately including Eukodal, a cousin of
heroin—administered by his personal doctor.
Thoroughly researched and rivetingly readable,
Blitzed throws light on a history that, until now,
has remained in the shadows. “Delightfully
nuts.”—The New Yorker
Puckoon - 1983
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Puckoon - Spike Milligan 2014-09-11
Puckoon is Spike Milligan's classic slapstick
novel, reissued for the first time since it was
published in 1963. 'Pops with the erratic
brilliance of a careless match in a box of
fireworks' Daily Mail In 1924 the Boundary
Commission is tasked with creating the new
official division between Northern Ireland and
the Irish Republic. Through incompetence,
dereliction of duty and sheer perversity, the
border ends up running through the middle of
the small town of Puckoon. Houses are divided
from outhouses, husbands separated from wives,
bars are cut off from their patrons, churches
sundered from graveyards. And in the middle of
it all is poor Dan Milligan, our feckless
protagonist, who is taunted and manipulated by
everyone (including the sadistic author) to try
and make some sense of this mess . . . 'Bursts at
the seams with superb comic characters
involved in unbelievably likely troubles on the
Irish border' Observer 'Our first comic
philosopher' Eddie Izzard Spike Milligan was
one of the greatest and most influential
comedians of the twentieth century. Born in
India in 1918, he served in the Royal Artillery
during WWII in North Africa and Italy. At the
end of the war, he forged a career as a jazz
musician, sketch-show writer and performer,
before joining forces with Peter Sellers and
Harry Secombe to form the legendary Goon
Show. Until his death in 2002, he had success as
on stage and screen and as the author of over
eighty books of fiction, memoir, poetry, plays,
cartoons and children's stories.
The Bible - Spike Milligan 1995-08-01
Peace Work - Spike Milligan 2012-12-13
Spike Milligan's legendary war memoirs are a
hilarious and subversive first-hand account of
the Second World War, as well as a fascinating
portrait of the formative years of this towering
comic genius, most famous as writer and star of
The Goon Show. They have sold over 4.5 million
copies since they first appeared. 'The most
irreverent, hilarious book about the war that I
have ever read' Sunday Express 'Brilliant verbal
pyrotechnics, throwaway lines and marvelous
anecdotes' Daily Mail 'Desperately funny, vivid,
vulgar' Sunday Times 'I had not informed my
parents of my return, I wanted it to be a lovely
adolf-hitler-my-part-in-his-downfall-milligan-memoirs-1

surprise; it was, for me, they were away ...' The
seventh and last volume of Spike Milligan's
memoirs sees our hero returning from war and
Italy ... but to what? Aside from shooting large,
inaccurate guns at Germans, all he has done for
five long years is blow a trumpet, tell rude jokes
and write and perform sketches for the
entertainment of bored and murderous soldiers who on earth is going to pay a civilian to do
more of that? From the giddy heights of Hackney
Empire to a Zurich Freak Show and beyond,
Spike makes his way through the backwaters of
showbiz, first as band musician then as one-man
wild-act and eventually in the company of a
group of like-minded comedians called Harry
Secombe, Michael Bentine and Peter Sellers.
They decide to call themselves The Goons...
'That absolutely glorious way of looking at things
differently. A great man' Stephen Fry 'Milligan is
the Great God to all of us' John Cleese 'The
Godfather of Alternative Comedy' Eddie Izzard
'Manifestly a genius, a comic surrealist genius
and had no equal' Terry Wogan 'A totally original
comedy writer' Michael Palin 'Close in stature to
Lewis Carroll and Edward Lear in his command
of the profound art of nonsense' Guardian Spike
Milligan was one of the greatest and most
influential comedians of the twentieth century.
Born in India in 1918, he served in the Royal
Artillery during WWII in North Africa and Italy.
At the end of the war, he forged a career as a
jazz musician, sketch-show writer and
performer, before joining forces with Peter
Sellers and Harry Secombe to form the
legendary Goon Show. Until his death in 2002,
he had success as on stage and screen and as
the author of over eighty books of fiction,
memoir, poetry, plays, cartoons and children's
stories.
Where Have All the Bullets Gone? - Spike
Milligan 2012-12-13
Spike Milligan's legendary war memoirs are a
hilarious and subversive first-hand account of
the Second World War, as well as a fascinating
portrait of the formative years of this towering
comic genius, most famous as writer and star of
The Goon Show. They have sold over 4.5 million
copies since they first appeared. 'The most
irreverent, hilarious book about the war that I
have ever read' Sunday Express 'Brilliant verbal
pyrotechnics, throwaway lines and marvelous
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anecdotes' Daily Mail 'Desperately funny, vivid,
vulgar' Sunday Times Back to those haunting
days in Italy in 1944, at the foot of Mount
Vesuvius, with lava running in great red rivulets
down the slope towards us, and Jock taking a
drag on his cigarette and saying, 'I think we've
got grounds for a rent rebate.' The fifth volume
of Spike Milligan's unsurpassed account of life
as a Bombardier in World War Two sees our
hero dispatched from the front line to
psychiatric hospital and from there to a
rehabilitation camp. Considered loony (and 'unfit
to be killed in combat by either side'), he
becomes embroiled in his own private battle
with melancholy. But it is music, wit and a little
help from his friends - including one Gunner
Harry Secombe - that help carry him through to
his first stage appearances ... 'That absolutely
glorious way of looking at things differently. A
great man' Stephen Fry 'Milligan is the Great
God to all of us' John Cleese 'The Godfather of
Alternative Comedy' Eddie Izzard 'Manifestly a
genius, a comic surrealist genius and had no
equal' Terry Wogan 'A totally original comedy
writer' Michael Palin 'Close in stature to Lewis
Carroll and Edward Lear in his command of the
profound art of nonsense' Guardian Spike
Milligan was one of the greatest and most
influential comedians of the twentieth century.
Born in India in 1918, he served in the Royal
Artillery during WWII in North Africa and Italy.
At the end of the war, he forged a career as a
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jazz musician, sketch-show writer and
performer, before joining forces with Peter
Sellers and Harry Secombe to form the
legendary Goon Show. Until his death in 2002,
he had success as on stage and screen and as
the author of over eighty books of fiction,
memoir, poetry, plays, cartoons and children's
stories.
Depression And How To Survive It - Anthony
Clare 2008-09-04
'Anyone worried about a depressed friend or
relative should read this book' DAILY
TELEGRAPH
_________________________________________________
In 1982, leading psychiatrist and TV presenter
Anthony Clare interviewed Spike Milligan for the
radio series In The Psychiatrist's Chair. He was
so overwhelmed by Milligan's account of his
forty years of depressive experiences that he
knew he had found the right person to help him
illuminate and explore the mysterious and
sometimes terrifying condition that is clinical
depression. Depression and How to Survive It
charts the development of world-famous
comedian Spike Milligan's clinical depression
and the strategies he used in dealing with the
often-misunderstood disorder. Drawing
inspiration and advice from Spike's experience,
this unique book from one of Britain's most
successful psychiatrists, will take you to the
depths of human unhappiness and show you the
way towards leading a happy life.
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